Abstract-Image compression is a crucial step in image processing area. Image Fourier transforms is the classical algorithm which can convert image from spatial domain to frequency domain. Because of its good concentrative property with transform energy, Fourier transform has been widely applied in image coding, image segmentation, image reconstruction. This paper adopts Radix-4 Fast Fourier transform (Radix-4 FFT) to realize the limit distortion for image coding, and to discuss the feasibility and the advantage of Fourier transform for image compression. It aims to deal with the existing complex and time-consuming of Fourier transform, according to the symmetric conjugate of the image by Fourier transform to reduce data storage and computing complexity. Using Radix-4 FFT can also reduce algorithm time-consuming, it designs three different compression requirements of nonuniform quantification tables for different demands of image quality and compression ratio. Take the standard image Lena as experimental data using the presented method, the results show that the implementation by Radix-4 FFT is simple, the effect is ideal and lower time-consuming.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image coding is a kind of method by using image source coding to achieve data compression, in order to ensure the quality of images and try to reduce code rate. Through image coding, it can get the goal for saving bandwidth or space, and it may also be provided for multimedia computer processing [1] .With rapid development of multimedia and communication technology, it requires a higher demands for data storage and data transmission, especially in large volumes of digital image communication, which greatly restricts the development of image communication. Therefore, more and more attentions are focused on image compression techniques [2] .
Nowadays, there are many high compression rate methods for digital image that can be divided into three types: Waveform method, the second-generation coding, Fractal coding etc [3] .
A continuous tone image compression standard JPEG [4] is a common tool for static image compression, which allows both nondestructive compression and loss compression and it is representative of compression wave technology. Image is coded by prediction scheme with the conservative compression 2:1. In loss compression mode, the compression ratio can reach 5-20 times for most natural graphics providing better quality in the circumstances. However, its main defects are big distortion when doing compression with high ratio(blocking effect and mosaic noise) and lack of bits flow control and weak repair. On the condition that compression ration reaches 30-40, it may emerge a stronger blocking effect. In accordance with JPEG with high compression ratio, many improvement methods are proposed to overcome such obstacles like DCT zerotree coding and layer type DCT zerotree coding [5] . But in high compression ratio, the situation is still block-effect fatal weakness [6] .
Karhunen-Loeve Transform, also known as the characteristic vector Transform, principal component Transform or Hotelling, is a good way to process image with transformation matrix determined by the specific statistical characteristics of image(covariance matrix). The biggest advantage is the correlation between the transform domain can be removed totally, that is, owning well decorrelation [7] . Usually, K-L transform is used to eliminate the correlation among smaller matrix elements, such as to remove the spectrum correlation in many bands of remote sensing image compression. In practical application, because the transformation matrix is bigger and when the processing matrix is bigger, the covariance matrix is not easily either.
For the past few years, since Wavelet Transform has the ability and characteristics of local signal analysis in time and frequency, it has been widely used in image denoising, image reinforcing and image compression.
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Wavelet decomposition is a subset of the sub-bands decomposition for image, and it provides a type of multiresolution representation method.
The basic ideas for image coding based on wavelet is conducting multistage wavelet decomposition to image by fast wavelet transform algorithm of Mallat tower, and then quantifying each layer of wavelet coefficients and coding. JPEG2000 is a new generation of image compression international standards developed by ISO/IEC organizations. It applies wavelet transform (DWT) as the basic algorithm, in combination with embedded coding technology, the result can not only reach in higher image quality and higher compression efficiency, but also meet the needs to the mobile and network environment and the interoperability and scalability. However, linear filter inherent ringing effect will appear if the method in the compression ratio reaches about 50.
Structure Coding is the second generation coding technology for image, which is full consideration of the human visual physiological and psychological characteristics. Its principle is based on the meaning element of visual sense to describe images, such as the outline and texture. The second generation encoding technology can be divided into two categories: directional decomposition technique and face outline/characteristics. The objective of directional decomposition is to detect and express the edge information of image more accurately and more effectively, in order to apply proper separation and coding. Outline/feature oriented technology can make different reflection depending on different characteristics according to visual system. It extracts the main feature firstly, and then carries out the corresponding coding. Such method can give a better store for the image edge profile information. Thus, the image quality remains a high level when high compression ratio.
In the 1980s, Bamsley and Jacquin put IFS(Iterated Function Systems) into image compression. Fractal compression introduces the characteristics of self similarity to image compression. Through the iteration function of fractal image compression system, it realizes the segmentation of the original image, and then to map each subimage into an iterative function. Sub-images are stored by iterative function, the simpler the iterative function is, the bigger the compression ratio will be [8] . Bamsley put forward Local IFS theory in 1988, which solved the problem of the parts and the whole without self similarity. After that, many studies indicated that the fractal image compression encoding remains very good quality when compression ratio is in higher lever (70-80). The main problem is the complexity in the phase of image coding. Currently, the research on fractal technology focuses on the hybrid coding, fractal inverse problem and fractal convergence problems with improvement, fractal technology and other compression techniques (e.g., wavelet transform) [9] .
Because of the good nature of Fourier transform, it has a wide range of applications in the image coding, image segmentation, image reconstruction and other areas. DFT transform with good energy concentration, due to the inconvenient operations and the great amount of calculation, hasn't long been widely used in the image compression. For its complex algorithm and timeconsuming disadvantages, in this algorithm, the author makes use of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) to realize the limited distortion coding technology of the image. Investigating the feasibility of image compression using the Fourier transform, we utilize the conjugate symmetry to reduce the data storage. When reducing the timeconsuming, and for the different requirements of the compression ratio and the image quality, the Radix-4 algorithm adopts three different quantization tables. Through the standard image compression ratio, root mean square signal noise ratio and the decoding consumption, we can draw that the Fourier transform method of the image compression not inferior to the JPEG compression system can get an ideal compression. Based on the conjugate symmetry of the Fourier transform, we can halve the data storage. By means of the Radix-4 Fourier transform, we can greatly reduce the time-consuming.
II. FOURIER SPECTRUM ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF IMAGE
In the image processing, it often tends to do corresponding transformation for image in converting domain when facing to the problems that is complex and hard to deal with, in order to concentrate the energy on minority transform coefficient. Fourier Transform is a classical method to convert image from space domain to frequency domain, and it also the foundation of image processing titled as the second language for image description. It provides another perspective for image observation and the image can be transformed into gray distribution images to frequency distribution characteristics.
In frequency domain, the more the frequency is, the faster the original signal changes. While the original signal is less changing as the less frequency. When frequency is 0, it means the dc signal has no change. Therefore, the size of the frequency reflects the signal changes. Most of the energy concentration in the image is located on the low dc and regional. Take Lena (512 x 512 as shown in Fig. 1 ) for instance, the Fig. 2 shows the result of the Fourier transform. It is evidently seen from that the energy distribution of Lena image is focused in the low frequency part, to lower the frequency with the increase. Due to the real input signal, its distribution of spectrum is axis-symmetric on This method executes image partitioning at the beginning to divide the data into non overlapping blocks. And then each part will be mapped by 2-dimension FFT where the coefficients are not related after the transformation and the energy of coefficient matrix is gathered in low-frequency area. After that, the quantization table will be designed to non-uniform according to the different requirements, and the quantitative results retain the coefficient of low frequency part while drop the high frequency coefficient. "Z" coding is done after the quantized data in this step. Finally, the entropy coding is conducted by Huffman coding so as to realize image compression. The entire process is shown in Fig. 3 . 
III. MAPPING TRANSFORMATION OF IMAGE BY FFT
Discrete Fourier Transform requires data discretization at the beginning in order to apply into computer technology. Discrete Fourier Transform is widely used in image processing and digital signal processing. Assume is number sequence with N length, and onedimensional discrete Fourier transform is defined as follows: 
Two-dimensional Fourier transform can be seen as two times of one-dimensional, namely the Fourier transform of image sequence according to the ranks respectively. Obviously, the Fourier transform with N points need N * N times and N*(N-1) additions. Therefore, the bigger the image is the longer consuming the calculation will be and it is very important to choose one kind of fast algorithm.
A. Figures and Tables
Because the Fourier transform operation contains a lot of repetition computation, people studied many fast Fourier transform algorithm.
In 1965, J.W.Cooley and J.W.Turky proposed fast Fourier transform algorithm. According to the composition of basic wing operation, the algorithm is divided into 2-radical, 4-radical, 8-radical, 16-radical arbitrary factor FFT algorithm. Currently, 2-radical and 4-radical are the most widely used. The affiliate multiplication and wig of FFT are proportional to , where the bigger N can save more computation.
N N 2 log FFT algorithm are as follows: Firstly, by using the basic idea of the three characteristics of rotating factors , namely, the periodicity, symmetry and about sex, the original N points of DFT long sequence are decomposed into two or more short sequences, and merging DFT operation fitting for combination. Secondly, recombine the DFT of the original sequence after calculation of short sequences, in order to improve the speed with less computation [10] . These can be divided into two kinds of decomposition methods: 2) Decompose Fourier series X (k), known as Decimation-In-Frequency-FFT (DIF-FFT).
The basic principle of radix-4 DIT-FFT [11] is as follows: Divide FFT with N points into 4 sequences and compute the DFT separately. Likewise, turn N/4 points into fine particle size, and so on. For multi-points (4m), multi-stage decomposition can be established in a similar way. For instance, based on radix-4 DIT-FFT, the series x (n) with 256 length can be obtained:
The radix-4 butterfly processing is shown as Fig. 4 . 
The time complexity of radix-4 FFT is as following where there are N/4 FFT 4-points and L levels totally. By using Fourier transform, the result is plural number, such as matrix 8*8 will be converted to 8*8 plural matrix. It seems that the data is double than original one, but the fact is that the real data quantity does not increase as a result of the conjugate symmetry properties. After DFT transform, the matrix 8*8 will be:
In all kinds of FFT algorithms, radix-2 FFT is the simplest one but its calculation is more complex than using radix-4 FFT. People usually measure a performance of the algorithm by the times of addition and multiplication. For example, the radix-4 FFT is described as: each butterfly is 3 plural by N plural points, having log4N levels. Each level has N/4 radix-4 butterflies. Generally speaking, it shows the higher cardinal the less computation, but to judge whether an algorithm good or not is not only to consider the calculation but also the complexity. From radix-2 to radix-4, the number of multiplication and addition has a big jump and the count of radix-4 FFT general reduces about 1/4 by radix-2. From 4 to 8, or 8 to 16, the number has not a obvious change. Regarding algorithm complexity, radix-2 is easiest to control and use while radix-4 is harder to control, but radix-4 is the analogy as radix-2. Compared with radix-4, the jump of radix-8 and radix-16 is very obvious. Considering speed and control complexity, radix-4 has the highest realization ratio in FFT. Therefore, this paper selects radix-4 FFT algorithm to realize FFT processor design.
Where reflects the cycle around s=4 or t=4 in a space spectrum with conjugate symmetry properties as shown in Fig. 5 . In such process, the real number includes F(0, 0), F(0, 4), F(4, 0) and F(4, 4), the others is conjugate symmetric. F (0, 0) is "dc" component, F(s, 4) and F (4, t) are high frequency area and F(4, 4) is the highest. The shaded parts are the valid data.
The method of data store after FFT is closely related to quantization table, and this paper adopts the following way to save data. Taking image into 8*8 sub-blocks, it can apply symmetry way to compensate the missing blocks if they fail to meet the sub-block. If the image is true color with 24 bits, RGB should be used to code. Then, FFT is carried out for all of the matrix 8*8, and the result can be saved half according to conjugate symmetric, that is 8*8 real number. 
IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENT OF QUANTIZATION TABLE
Quantization is the most important step in the compression method. Its function is to map the continuous transform coefficient into limited data set. Quantitative can be divided into the scalar quantization and vector quantization. The scalar quantification can be divided into uniform and nonuniform quantification and visual quantification in detail. Visual quantification is in the process of considering quantification of different visual band which has different sensitive degree of properties, in order to apply the large quantization step to high frequencies. Vector quantization is an image block coding method, and the process is to map vector into predefined code book where selection of books is according to the statistic characteristics before quantitative. Vector quantitative is superior to scalar quantitative theoretically, but the cost of actual implementation is too big. Combined with other methods to realize in hardware is the development direction in the future. Considering the overall performance of the algorithms, the scalar quantitative is adopted in this algorithm.
Subjective evaluation method is to observe an image directly and justify the degree of distortion from feeling. After that, the evaluation of quality score is given by the weighted average scores from all comments and the results are the subjective evaluation results, including absolute scale and relative scale.
This evaluation system is consistent with the visual perception in relative to the objective evaluation method, which is reliable. But it cannot be used in convenient way: Firstly, it cannot be used in the process of image coding quality evaluation and control. Secondly, the subjective assessment of the testee is susceptible to the effects of subjective factors, such as age, and deviation, education level, personality, cultural background, etc. Thus, this paper adopts the objective and subjective evaluation method of combining ways.
The scalar qualitative contains uniform quantification and nonuniform quantification. The uniform quantification is to quantify the range of values for input signal by equidistance division. In comparison with uniform quantification, the nonuniform quantification has two advantages. One is the output of nonuniform quantification can obtain higher average signal quantization noise power when the input is non-uniform probability density. The other is the quantization noise power and value is in proportion to signal sampling value. Thus, the signal quantitative signal-to-noise ratio can be improved.
This algorithm adopts non-uniform quantification. In this process, the low frequency signal has more important information, so it requires higher quantitative precision than the low energy. Since the high frequency signal is not sensitive to eye, the low-frequency coefficient is set in a smaller value while the high frequency part set larger. In this paper, three varieties of quantization tables are utilized to set image data according to the different requirements for quality. We quantify the results after FFT to control the compression ratio for different image quality, as shown in table 1~3.   TABLE I.  THE QUANTIZATION TABLE WITH HIGH COMPRESSION RATIO   8  20  20  32  32  40  40  60   20  20  32  32  40  40  60  60   32  32  40  40  60  60  80  80   40  40  60  60  80  80  80  80   60  80  80  100  100  100  100  100   40  40  60  60  80  80  80  80   60  60  40  40  60  60  80  80   80  80  32  32  40  40  60  60 TABLE II.  THE QUANTIZATION TABLE WITH MIDDLE COMPRESSION RATIO   8  16  16  16  16  32  32  40   16  16  20  20  32  32  40  40   16  16  32  32  40  40  60  60   32  32  40  40  60  60  60  60   40  40  40  60  60  80  80  100   32  32  40  40  60  60  60  60   40  40  32  32  40  40  60  60   60  60  20  20  32  32  40  40   TABLE III This algorithm applies "Z" run length encoding to coefficients after quantification and Huffman entropy to coding results in order to achieve image compression. Entropy coding is a kind of lossless coding and the common methods are composed of Run-length encoding (RLE), Lempel-Ziv-Welch(LZW), Shannon, Huffman and Arithmetic coding. The basic idea of entropy coding is using short code to express the signal with larger probability and long code for less signal. It gains a shorter length in statistic to reduce the average code data of space and improve the compression ratio.
V. EVALUATION ANALYSIS FOR CODE EFFICIENCY AND COMPRESSION QUALITY
The meaning of image quality includes two layers: One is to reconstruct the distortion degree of image with the original image reconstruction and deviation degree. The other is the readability of the image, that is, the information from the image who gets. Normally, the eye system is very limited and cannot understand the distortion degree of image with readability and quantitative description. So, image quality assessment needs an objective evaluation method besides the subjective evaluation methods.
In objective evaluation method is the information receiver of image, but the visual s, the mean square error (MSE) and mean square signal to noise ratio (SNR) are commonly used. SNR is defined as: if the compressed image is represented as the superposition of the original image and noise, that is
For a digital image compression coding system, we can us be noted that the MSE and SNR reflect the ov ENA IMAGE T ST RESULTS SNR e redundant, coding efficiency and compression ratio to measure the source characteristics and encoding / decoding performance. The compression efficiency of image is usually measured with the compression ratio. the higher the compression ratio, the greater the image compression, and vice versa. In addition, it till needs to consider the complexity of the algorithm, including time complexity and space complexity. In this paper the algorithm coding efficiency is taken as the main consideration, and the coding efficiency can be reflected through the time-consuming of the encoding and decoding.
It should erall differences between the original image and reconstructed image, and do not reflect the local differences. Sometimes in the same signal to noise ratio, visual effects will still have some differences, primarily due to the uniformity of the error. In general, if the uniformity of the error is high, the visual effect is good, otherwise the visual effects is bad. In most cases, we can use the PSNR to evaluate the image quality, but sometimes the results may be inconsistent with the subjective evaluation. But sometimes the outcome may have deviation from the results of subjective evaluation. This algorithm uses standard image (Lena) as the data analysis standard, the results shown in Table 4 . Images 512x512 pixel 24-bit True Color. Compression results map, as shown in Fig. 7~ Fig. 10 . It can be seen that Fourier transform limited compression system is better than distortion coding, design coding and decoding time of the three. But the compression ratio is about 10 and most above 0.25 seconds with decoding time about 0.2 and visual compression ratio of more than 12.64 where the image has a slight blocking effect.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Fourier transform has a good transformation energy concentration, but for a long time, the results of Fourier transform will be plural, leading to the high complexity of encoding and long time of encoding/decoding, so can't be widely used. This paper uses Fourier transform compression coding system based on 4FFT algorithm. Can be seen from Figure 6 ,7,8,9, image compression is better, image compression ratio is at 12.64 and above, a slight blocking effect will appear. Can be seen from Table 4 , when the compression ratio is at about 10 and above, the time of compression is between 0.25-0.28 seconds, with the increase of compression ratio, compression time of encoding/decoding change slightly. Decoding time is less than the encoding time at about 0.21 seconds. Fourier transform image compression method can also produce ideal compression results. According to the conjugate symmetry of Fourier transform data, data storage can be reduced by half. Through the use of Radix-4 FFT, the algorithm can greatly reduce the time-consuming of algorithm.
Reference to the direction of future research: in the compression rate, we can adopt several Fourier transform to get more focused information and reduce the correlation between pixels; do segmentation coding according to the characteristics of spectrum in different region; After FFT transform, plural data store the matrix, high-frequency information are set into the lower right corner of the matrix, low-frequency information are set into the top left corner, in order to improve its compression ratio. We can use the assembly language in FFT module to improve the encoding/decoding speed, or use hardware or other fast FFT methods to achieve. The biggest problems of Fourier transform and JPEG compression method are the severe block effects in the high compression ratio. In future work, we should consider combining the human visual characteristic to compress. 
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